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executive
Denver

Idaho

conference
Marina

OM

OQ

Gemina

OI

stools
Eze Active

Eze Wobble
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Leo
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operative - mesh 
OA Mesh

Andy

NV

X.44

Lira

X.22

Flash

X.77

Begin

Ranald

OZ

operative - fabric back 
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OB
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OE24

Positura

Flash
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We offer a vast range 
of seating options 
including conference, 
executive, operative, 
stools and more. 

Our seating product offer is one of our largest collections. 
Many of our chairs are crafted by talented, award winning 
designers with ergonomics and well-being at the forefront 
of design.

The diverse range of chairs offer many features including 
height adjustable, lumbar support, backrest tilt, seat depth 
and much more.

Visit our website to view our full seating range.
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operative
mesh.
Sitting comfortably is the key to a job 
well done. Our range of operator chairs 
delivers great comfort for any desk 
based office task. 
Operator chairs provide the best back support, allowing you to feel 
comfortable and relaxed at your desk. With a wide choice of styles and 
colours, there’s something for everyone in our range of operator chairs.
With the options of fixed, adjustable or no arms all our chairs have many 
adjustable features for you to choose from, with inbuilt weight tension 
control, seat slide and inflatable lumbar pump for maximum comfort. 
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The OA Mesh features a supportive  
mesh backrest, perfect for keeping     
cool in warm conditions.
Deep contoured seat foams deliver maximum comfort.

OA mesh
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Key Features:
2 Lever mechanism.
Gas lift weight limit 150 kg.
Height-adjustable arms.
Supportive mesh back.
Height-adjustable back.
Profiled seat.
Optional chrome base .

OA mesh swivel chair

With synchro mechanism
Fabric Seat Black, Blue, Grey
Arms Step Arms
Frame Finish Black
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Made from high-quality mesh the Andy chair  
is designed to look good and support the user  
while they work. 
The Andy chair offers lumbar support for added user comfort and is a perfect option  
for home offices or large working offices.  

Andy operator
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Key Features:
Multi-level foams for durability 
and comfort.
3 Lever mechanism - seat height, 
seat tilt, back tilt.
Chrome height-adjustable 
armrests with soft PU top. 

Andy chair, black frame Andy chair, white frame

With mesh back and fabric seat
Fabrics Black mesh back with black fabric seat
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black

With mesh back and fabric seat
Fabrics Grey mesh back with black fabric seat
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish White
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NV task 
With a range of frame and fabric 
colours to choose from, there's a 
NV chair for every space. 
The NV chair is designed with comfort, style and quality. 
Available in black or grey frame with and without a headrest 
option. The modern ergonomic design of the NV chair makes 
it a great option for any office environment. The backrest 
ensures maximum flexibility and comfort while working at a 
desk.
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NV chair NV chair with headrest

With mesh backrest and fabric seat
Seat Fabric Black, Red, Navy, Green, Grey, Light Blue
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black, Grey

With mesh backrest and fabric seat and headrest
Seat Fabric Black, Red, Navy, Green, Grey, Light Blue
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black, Grey

Key Features:
Back height adjustable.
Seat height adjustable.
Synchro mechanism.
Optional headrest.
Removable seat covers.



Key Features:
Adjustable Seat Height
3 Stage Tilt Adjustment
Adjustable Lumbar 
Support for Spinal 
Alignment
3D Armrest for 
Personalised Comfort  

X.44 task
Ergonomic design with an S-shaped backrest to 
curve around the spine and provide better support.
The X.44 mesh operator chair has a unique s-shape design to provide comfortable working 
while sitting. Includes lumbar support, adjustable headrest, adjustable armrest and seat 
height adjustment.

X.44 Task

Optional Headrest
Fabrics Black
Arms Adjustable Armrests
Frame Finish Black

|  stocked seating
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Lira task
Lira offers ergonomic  
comfort and sleek styling.
The high back with breathable mesh and integrated 
lumbar support maximises comfort and encourages 
good posture.

Key Features:
Exceptional comfort.
Adjustable armrests.
Seat slide option.
Adjustable lumbar support.
Ventilation with high back mesh.

Lira chair, black mesh back Lira chair, graphite mesh back

With seat slide 
Upholstery Black mesh back, black fabric seat
Arms Step arms
Frame Finish Black

Without seat slide
Upholstery Graphite mesh back, black fabric seat
Arms Step arms
Frame Finish Black
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X.22 task
A visually stunning design which offers comfort             
and simplicity.
X.22's intelligent self-weight adjust mechanism adapts to suit each user automatically, 
making it an ideal chair for multi-shift, multi-user spaces.
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Key Features:
Unique mesh back design.
Self-weight mechanism.
Seat slide.
Adjustable lumbar support.
Breathable moulded foam.

With black mesh back and black fabric seat
Seat Fabric Black fabric seat, black mesh back
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black
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Flash operator
Flash is all about simple angular 
lines that start at the base and 
finish at the backrest.
Fully adjustable and available in a range of mesh colours.

Key Features:
This backrest fits and aligns with the lumbar 
spine to enhance ergonomic benefits.
Ventilated lumbar support.
Weight balance mechanism.
Ergonomic deep seat cushion .

Flash chair

With black mesh back and black fabric seat
Upholstery All black fabric, Black mesh back and fabric seat
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black
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The X.77 offers air chamber seat design technology  
for ultimate comfort in the workplace. 
A perfect combination of Italian design and expertly engineered, the X.77 offers superior 
comfort with multiple functionality.

X.77 operator
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Key Features:
Intelligent self-weight mechanism.
Adjustable armrests.
Seat slide.
Air chamber Seat Design Technology.
Adjustable lumbar support.

X.77 chair

With mesh back and fabric seat
Seat Fabric Black fabric seat, black mesh back
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black
Options With or without headrest
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Begin operator
An ergonomic chair boasting features such as 
seat slide and adjustable lumbar support for 
prolonged use. 
High backrest and optional headrest will ensure maximum comfort.
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Key Features:
Integrated seat slide.
Tilt tension control.
One-touch back 
lock mechanism. 
Mesh back with 5 anti 
shock locking positions.
Deep waterfall seat.

Begin black swivel chair Begin white swivel chair

With chrome base, mesh backrest and black fabric
Fabric Black mesh back, black fabric seat
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black with polished base

With chrome base, mesh backrest and black fabric
Fabric Black mesh back, black fabric seat
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish White with polished base
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Ranald executive
Sophisticated, sleek and 
durable. Immerse yourself 
in Ranald's intuitive 
adjustment and luxury.
Thoughtfully and intelligently engineered for your 
comfort. Choose Ranald's smart design for a fully 
ergonomic experience.

Key Features:
130º back tilt mechanism.
Adjustable headrest.
S-shaped back design.
Robust gaslife - 110 KG weight capacity.
Adjustable lumbar back support.
3D adjustable arms.
Seat, height and back adjustment.
Weight balance, anti-shock back lock 
mechanism with three locking positions. 
Tilt tension control. 

Ranald swivel chair

With chrome base, mesh backrest and black fabric
Fabric Black mesh back, black vinyl seat
Arms 3D adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black with polished base
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OZ series
A multi functional mesh task chair featuring 
aluminium base and adjustable arms.
OZ features a supportive mesh back, lumbar support and has a synchronised seat 
mechanism with integrated seat slide.

Key Features:
Intuitive adjustment to help you 
perfect your posture.
Quality lumbar support with extra 
ventilation.
Durable seat slide for comfort and 
ergonomic benefit.
Chrome finish ensures high 
resistance steel structure.

OZ series

With mesh back and fabric seat
Fabric Evert black
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black with chrome base
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operative
fabric back.
Sitting comfortably is the key to a job 
well done. Our range of operator chairs 
delivers great comfort for any desk 
based office task. 
Operator chairs provide the best back support, allowing you to feel 
comfortable and relaxed at your desk. With a wide choice of styles and 
colours, there’s something for everyone in our range of operator chairs.
With the options of fixed, adjustable or no arms all our chairs have many 
adjustable features for you to choose from, with inbuilt weight tension 
control, seat slide and inflatable lumbar pump for maximum comfort. 
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Key Features:
Back height adjustable.
Seat height adjustable.
Synchro mechanism.

OV operator
OV is comfortable, affordable, highly versatile and 
suitable for a wide range of environments. 
The contoured seat, back height and adjustable arms increase the comfort of sitting, 
especially for long periods of time.

Operator chair

With synchro mechanism
Fabrics Evert black, Lotus black
Arms None, Sonata, Step
Frame Finish Black
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OA series
OA Task delivers a quality upholstered operator  
chair with deep profiled foams, lumbar support  
and maximum comfort. 
The contoured seat, back height and adjustable arms increase the comfort of sitting 
especially for long periods of time.

OA series swivel chair   

With synchro mechanism
Fabrics Best black, Best blue, Vinyl Black
Arms No arms, Sonata, Step
Frame Finish Black

Key Features:
Back height adjustable.
Seat height adjustable.
Synchro mechanism.
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OB series
A large heavy duty operator chair with deep contoured 
foams and multi-functional mechanism for comfort. 
OB offers a fully customisable seating solution. Users can easily adjust the chair to fit their needs.  
The chair has a three lever multi-functional mechanism with user weight tension control and supportive 
height-adjustable armrests. 

Key Features:
Seat height adjustment.
Back and seat tilt control. 
Adjustable armrests.
Adjustable seat tilt tension which 
adjusts how much pressure is 
needed to lean back on the seat.

OB chair Swivel Chair

Without seat slide
Upholstery Black fabric back and seat
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black
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OE24 operator
A generously proportioned, multi-functional 
operator chair with 24-hour test certification.
Deep contoured, high density recycled foams offer comfort and durability. OE24 is an ideal  
chair with a height-adjustable, ergonomic, supportive curved back.

Key Features:
Fabric seat with waterfall front for 
added comfort.
Height-adjustable armrests.
Curvilinear lumbar support for 
enhanced productivity. 
24 hour test certification.

OE24 chair

With 3 lever mechanism
Upholstery Fabric seat and back
Arms Height-adjustable chrome arms
Frame Finish Black
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OE operator
If you are looking for a large, durable, multi-function 
operator chair, look no further than the OE Series.
Deep contoured high density recycled foams offer durability that’s environmentally friendly. 
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Key Features:
Multi-level foams for 
durability and comfort.
3 Lever mechanism - seat 
height, seat tilt, back tilt.
Chrome height-adjustable 
armrests with soft PU top. 

OE chair

With 3 lever mechanism
Upholstery Fabric seat and back
Arms Height-adjustable chrome arms
Frame Finish Black
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Positura operator
Remarkably comfortable, supportive and reliable. 
The Positura chair offers a wide backrest lumbar support so the chair supports you throughout  
the day. An integrated back tilt feature allows you to freely customise your sitting position while the 
deep pan cushioned waterfall seat means you remain comfortable no matter how long you are at 
your desk. 
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Key Features:
Large backrest and profiled seat for 
durability and comfort.
2 Lever mechanism - seat height, seat tilt.
Adjustable Step PU Arms with sliding tops.

Positura

With sliding seat
Fabrics Evert black, Lotus black
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black
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Flash operator
Flash is all about simple angular lines that 
start at the base and finish at the backrest.
Fully adjustable and available in a range of mesh colours.

Key Features:
This backrest fits and aligns with the lumbar 
spine to enhance ergonomic benefits.
Ventilated lumbar support.
Weight balance mechanism.
Ergonomic deep seat cushion .

Flash chair

With black mesh back and black fabric seat
Upholstery All black fabric, Black mesh back and fabric seat
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black
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OG series
A high performance  
chair that is durable and 
reliable. OG encourages 
healthy posture. 
The OG Series Features a modern angular  
seat and back rest styling. If you are looking  
for a generous sized fully loaded chair  
with extensive adjustability then look no  
further than the O.G Series.

Key Features:
Multi-level foams for 
durability and comfort.
3 Lever mechanism - seat 
height, seat tilt, back tilt.
Chrome height-adjustable 
armrests with soft PU top. 

OG series

High back executive chair
Fabric Black vinyl
Arms Height-adjustable arms
Frame Finish Black with polished base
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executive.
Our executive office chairs, which are 
perfect for any manager, professional 
or executives’ office or to create a 
welcoming home office space. 
Take a seat and work in comfort with our stocked executive office chairs. 
Featuring faux leather upholstery with thick sponge padding on the 
seat, backrest and armrests, these chairs provides an extra comfortable 
experience for long-period working.



Denver executive
Stylish, ultra-comfortable and boasting executive 
styling, the Denver chair is perfect for the office. 
The edgy vinyl finish provides the ultimate comfort and ergonomics. Gas assisted seat height allows 
to adjust the chair so your feet are positioned firmly on the ground. Denver also offers backrest 
adjustment which allows the user to position their chair's back to suit their own physique and comfort.

Key Features:
Multi-level foams for durability and 
comfort.
Three Lever mechanism - seat height, 
seat tilt, back tilt.
Chrome height-adjustable armrests 
with soft PU top. 

Denver executive chair

High back executive chair
Upholstery Black vinyl
Arms Ribbon arms with PU top
Frame Finish Polished
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Idaho executive
Idaho has a posture curved 
backrest which is designed  
to provide excellent support  
for your back. 
The executive office chair is made of black vinyl fabric  
which is durable and easy to clean. It’s heavy-duty  
chromed base and nylon smooth rolling castors  
offer great stability and mobility.

Key Features:
Multi-level foams for 
durability and comfort.
3 Lever mechanism - seat 
height, seat tilt, back tilt.
Chrome height-adjustable 
armrests with soft PU top. 

Idaho executive chair

High back executive chair
Upholstery Black vinyl
Arms Ribbon arms with PU top
Frame Finish Polished
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conference.
Our conference room chairs are 
perfect for any office or conference 
room, no matter how much space you 
have to work with.
Conference chairs are stackable and light, meaning you can put them 
away quickly and easily. Meetings can be a long drawn out affair - make 
sure you are comfortable and supported with our range of stocked 
conference chairs. Our range of stylish and comfortable conference 
chairs come in a variety of styles, sizes and colours available.
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Marina meeting

Black mesh back chair, chrome frame
Upholstery Black fabric seat
Arms Ribbon arms
Frame Finish Chrome

Marina meeting
Marina comprises of an upholstered padded 
seat with a breathable mesh backrest to provide 
extra comfort.
The seat and back are accompanied by a metal frame and plastic armrests that help to 
reduce the strain in the arms, neck and shoulders. 

Key Features:
Modern sled chrome base.
Fully stackable.
High or low back option.
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OM series
The OM Series is multi-purpose and at 
home around a meeting table as well  
as stacked in a conference hall. 
A sturdy stacking conference chair with a large choice of fabric  
options. Both the seat and back are deeply padded to provide  
comfort and support to the user. Minimum order qty of 20. 

Key Features:
Adaptability, comfort and contemporary design.
Option of adding arms to this design.
Thoughtfully engineered modern chair.
Effortless chic design with a chrome or black base.
Stackable compact meeting chair. 

OM series, chromed frame

Stackable meeting/conference chair
Upholstery Evert black fabric
Arms None
Frame Finish Chrome
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OQ series

Mid backrest stacking chair, chrome frame
Upholstery Black vinyl
Arms Ribbon arms with PU top
Frame Finish Chrome

OQ series
The OQ series offers extreme comfort with its extra 
wide seat and armrests. 
The backrest is slightly arched for back support during long conferences and meetings. The 
chair is finished with a modern cantilever frame that will complement any interior. OQ is all 
stackable for a space-spacing and convenient solution. 

Key Features:
Modern sled chrome base.
Fullystackable.
High or low back option.
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Gemina meeting
A simple work or visitor chair with a wonderful 
white finish. 
Gemina is available in three different versions including chrome frame, spider base and 
synchro mechanism. With a padded seat for comfort and perforated white plastic shell for 
breathability, it is ideally suited to office spaces.

Key Features:
Chrome frame.
White nylon perforated shell.
Fixed armrests.
Cushioned seat pad in a range  
of fabrics and colours,

Gemina cantilever chair

With white seat shell
Upholstery Evert black
Arms Ribbon
Frame Finish Chrome
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OI series

With cantilever frame
Upholstery Best black fabric
Arms None
Frame Finish Chrome

OI series
OI is a multi-purpose chair that is high on 
versatility and low on price.
Options include finishes in fabric, PU, plastic and wood as well as optional fixed arms 
and writing tablets. OI is available with either black of chromed frame. The collection is 
complemented by a range of beam seating.   

Key Features:
Fabric chair with chrome frame.
Can be linked in a row.
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Sandy meeting
A fully upholstered stackable meeting chair 
ideally suited to any meeting or training area. 
The chair offers a sleek modern chrome frame along with black lacquered supportive 
armrests. Sandy is equipped to help you sit comfortable for long hours of meetings and 
conferences. 

Key Features:
Black wooden arms.
Stackable meeting chair.
Fully upholstered.

Sandy stackable chair £262

With chrome frame and black armpads
Upholstery Lotus black vinyl
Arms Ribbon arms with PU top
Frame Finish Chrome
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stools.
Find the perfect solution for active 
seating with our range of office 
stocked stools. 
If you’re looking to move around more at work, then an office stool is the 
solution. They’re smaller in profile, so they make a practical addition to a 
working environment and are ideal for those who have limited space.
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Eze active stool
Complete your ergonomic office space with a 
height-adjustable active learning stool.
The non-slip sturdy base remains flat on the ground during use, and the handle under  
the seat makes it easy to adjust. Lean against your stool for support and comfort  
as you stand throughout your workday.
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Eze active stool

Adjustable height active wobble stool
Upholstery Black fabric
Frame Finish Black and polished

Key Features:
Dynamic range of movement.
360-degree tilt, rotate and pivot.
Air-lift piston mechanism.
Quick seat-height adjustment.
Non-slip weighted base.
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Eze wobble stool
The ergonomic stool creates 
a dynamic, healthier, and 
innovative way of sitting.
A built-in gas spring allows you to stand up with little effort. 
The stool accommodates various heights while reducing 
fatigue and strain on legs while using a standing desk. With 
a tip-free base, the wobble stool offers the user a solid yet 
movable seat, guaranteed to provide you with the most 
modern and comfortable seat. 

Key Features:
Fabric upholstered seat.
Relieves sedentary pressure for optimum comfort.
Air-lift piston mechanism: for quick seat-height adjustment.

Eze wobble stool

Height adjustable wobble stool
Upholstery Black fabric
Frame Finish Black and polished
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Work stool
A perfectly shaped seat for sitting and 
standing work. 
The contoured seat, back height and gas-lift seat increase the comfort of 
sitting especially for long periods of time.

Key Features:
Seat height adjustable.
Synchro mechanism.  

Work stool

Five star with footring or tilting base
Upholstery Evert black, Evert blue, Evert orange
Base Polished five star or Tilting polyurethane 
Frame Finish Black/Polished
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Leo stool
The Leo Perch Stool takes stool seating to the next 
level with dynamic movement and adjustments. 
Leo has a safe rocking ability - perfect for an active worker and suited for fast-paced 
workplaces. Leo Stool is height adjustable and is easily adjusted from standard seating to 
bench height in seconds.

Key Features:
Adjustable stool height. 
Tilting base.
Non-slip sturdy base.
Premium quality materials used for 
the base, gas lift and seating. 
Strengthen the user's core while 
encouraging better circulation.

Leo ergonomic wobble stool

White tilting base with gaslift
Upholstery Evert graphite fabric seat
Frame Finish White / black
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Liv stool
Liv ergonomic wobble stool delivers 
comfortable yet active sitting in the 
workplace. 
The Liv ergonomic wobble stool ensures that you can keep active 
while completing your daily tasks. This stool will strengthen your 
core while encouraging better circulation. It also boasts a sleek 
and stylish design, which will look great in any office.

Key Features:
Adjustable stool height. 
Tilting base.
Non-slip sturdy base.
Premium quality materials 
used for the base, gas lift 
and seating. 
Strengthen your core 
while encouraging better 
circulation.

Liv ergonomic wobble stool

Black tilting base with gaslift, underseat handle
Upholstery Evert black, Evert sky blue, Evert light green
Frame Finish Black
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